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Experimental
Phi¬
Subject
of this Course
of Lectures ) is to enquire into and
investigate the Reason and Causes of the
various Appearances (or PhcenosnenaJ of
Nature ; and to make the Truth or Proba¬
bility thereof obvious and evident to the
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(the
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of

Senses,
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Senses, by plain , undeniable, and adequate
Experiments , representing

the several Parts

of the grand Machinery and Agency of Na¬
ture.
IN our Enquiries into Nature we are to
be conducted by those Rules and Maxims
which are found to be genuine , and conso¬
nant to a just Method of Physical Reason¬
ing ; and these Rules of Philosophizing are,
by the greatest Master in this Science, (the
incomparable Sir Isaac NewtonJ reckon ’d
Four ; which I (hall give , from his Principia , as follows i

RULE I . More Causes of natural 'Things
are not to be admitted , than are both true and
Na¬
sufficient to explain the Phœnomena. For

ture does nothing in vain , but is simple,
and delights not in superfluous Causes of
Things.
RULE II . And therefore of natural Ef¬
fects of the fame Kind the fame Causes are to be
of Re¬
assigned as far as it can be done. As

spiration in Man and Beasts : Of the De¬
scent of Stones in Europe and America : Of
Light in a culinary Fire and in the Sun t
And of the Reflection of Light in the Earth
and in the Planets.
RULE III . The Qualities of natural Bo¬
dies which cannot be increased or diminissied,,
and
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and agree to all Bodies in which Experiments
can be mads ., are to be reckoned as the Qualities
of all Bodies whatsoever. Thus
, because Ex¬

tension , Divisibility , Hardness , Impenetra¬
bility , Mobility , the Vis Inertias, and Gra¬
vity , are found in all Bodies which fall un¬
der our Cognizance or Inspection , we may
justly conclude they belong to all Bodies
whatsoever ; and are therefore to be esteem¬
ed the Original and universal Properties of
all natural Bodies.
RULE IV . In Experimental Philosophy,
Propostions collected from the Phcenomena by
InduSlion are to be deemed ( notwithftanding
contrary HypothesesJ either exadlly or very
nearly true , till other Phcenomena occur by
which they may be rendered either more accu¬
rate , or liable to Exception. This
ought to
be done, lest Arguments of Induction should

be destroyed by Hypotheses.
IF according to these Rules we take a
Survey of the visible World , and strictly
examine the Nature of particular Bodies,
we shall find Reason to conclude , that they
all consist of one and the fame Sort of Matter
or Subfance ; and that all the Diversity

or

Difference we observe ampng them arises
only from the various Modifications and
B L
dif-
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or Adhesion

of the

Particles of Matter (I).
Matter,

(I ) These four Rules of Philosophizing are premised
by Sir Isaac Newton to his third Book of the Principia ;
and more particularly explained by him in his Optics>
where he exhibits the Method of proceeding in Philoso¬
phy in the following Words :
1. As in Mathematics , so in Natural Philosophy,
,
the Investigation of difficult Things by Way of Analysis
ought always to precede the Method of Composition. This
Analysis consists in making Experiments and Observati¬
ons, and in drawing general Conclusions from them by
Induction (/. e. Reasoning from the Analogy of Things
by natural Consequence) and admitting no Objections
against the Conclusions but what are taken from Experi¬
ments , or other certain Truths . Andaltho ’ the arguing
from Experiments and Observation by Induction be no
Demonstration of general Conclusions ; yet it is the best
Way of arguing which the Nature of Things admits of,
and may be looked upon as so much the stronger by how
much the Induction is more general. And if no Excep¬
tion occur from Phænomena , the Conclusion may be pro¬
nounced generally. But if at any Time afterwards, any
Exceptions shall occur from Experiments , it may then
be pronounced with such Exceptions . By this Way of
Analysis we may proceed from Compounds to Ingredients,
and from Motions to the Causes producing them ; and
in general from Effects to their Causes ; and from par¬
ticular Causes to more general ones, till the Argument
ends in the most general. This is the Method of Ana¬
or( Composition) consists in
lysis. And that of Synthesis
assuming Causes discovered and established as Principles,
and by them explaining the Phanomena proceeding from
them , and proving the Explanations.
2. That Matter or Substance is one and the fame in all
Bodies, and that all the Variety we observe arises from
the various Forms and Shapes which it puts on, is, I
think , very probable, and may be concluded from a ge¬
neral Observation of the Procedure of Nature in the Ge¬
neration and Destruction of Bodies. Thus , for Instance,
IVat er
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thus variously modified and
Matter,
configurated , constitutes an infinite Variety
of
IVater rarified by Heat , becomes Vapour-, great Collec¬
tions of Vapours form Clouds-, these condensed descend
in Form of Rain or Hail ,- Part of this collected on the
Earth constitutes Rivers ; another Part mixing with the
Earth enters into the Roots of Plants , and supplies Mat¬
ter to , and expends itself into various Species of Vege¬
tables. In each Vegetable it appears in one Shape in the
Root, another in the Stalk, another in the Flowers, an¬
other in the Seeds, he. From hence various Bodies pro¬
ceed ; from the Oak , Houses, Ships,c & . from Hemp
and Flax , we have Thread -, from thence our various
Kinds of Linen ,- from thence Garments-, these degene¬
rate into Rags, which receive, from the Mill, the va¬
rious Forms of Paper ,- hence our Books-, which by Fire
are converted partly into Water , partly into Oil , an¬
other Part into Air , a fourth Part into Salt, and a fifth
into Earth ; which arc called the Elements of Bodies,
and which mix’d with common Earth , are again resus¬
citated in various Forms of Bodies.
3. The Elements , or Principles to which aIf Bo¬
dies are ultimately reduced, are the five above mention¬
ed, viz. 1( .) Water , or Phlegmas( ’tiscall ’d) which
generally rises and goes off first, as in the Chemical Ana¬
lysis of a Plant in a Retort by Fire . (2.) Air , which
escapes unseen in great Quantities from all Bodies; and
tho' it has not till lately been known to make a Part of
natural Bodies in a fix’d State ( and therefore never taken
Notice of as an Element of natural Bodies) yet that it is
so in a very remarkable Degree, ( even so far as to make
half the Substance of some Bodies) I shall give sufficient
Proof when I come to treat of artificial or factitious Air.
(3 .) Oil , which appears swimming on the Top of the
Water . (4.) Salt , which is either Volatile, or rises in
the Still, as that of Animal Substances ; or Fix ' d, as in
Vegetables, apd which is extracted by dissolving them in
Water from a Lixivium of the Ashes, and afterwards by
evaporating the Moisture to a Pellicle, and setting the
Salt to shoot into Chryfials. (5 .) Earth , or what is
cailhi
B 3
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of Bodies , all which are found to have the
following common Properties , viz.
EXTENSION , or that by which it pos¬
sesses or takes up some Part of universal
Space ; which Space is call ’d the Place of
that Body . For all Bodies are extended ei¬
ther (i .) into Length only , and then it is
called a Line or
;
(2 .) into Length and
Breadths which is called a Superficies;
or
(3 .) into Length , Breadth , and Depths
which then is called a Solid. These are the
three Dimensions, according to the Quantity
of which the Magnitude or Bulks of Bodies
are estimated (II).
SOLIDITY,

Plate I.
Fig . i.

Plate 1.
Fig . 2.

I

call’d the Caput- Mortuum, being what remains of the
Ashes after the Salt is extracted , which can be no farther
alter’d by any Art whatsoever.
(II ) The Magnitude
of Bodies is the Quantity of
their Dimensions exprefs’d in some common or standard
Measure, as an Inch, a Foot, a Yard, he. and it is thus
estimated:
1. When Bodies have but one Dimension, as Lines,
then it is express’d by the Number of Inches and Parts
of an Inch contained in their Length : Thus the Dimen¬
sion of the Line A B is 3 Inches ; of CB 2 Inches ; and'
the Comparison of the Length of AB to CB is call’d the
Proportion or Ratio ,- thus the Ratio of AB to CB is
that of 3 to 2, or ( as it is usually express’d) AB : CB
1: 3 : 2. And because this Comparison consists of only
one Ratio, it is said to be a simple Ratio.
2. Those Bodies which have two Dimensions, as Su¬
perficies, have their Magnitude express’d by the Rectan¬
gle under both , or the Product of their Length by their
Breadth ; thus if any Surface ABCD has its Length
AB —4, and its Breadth BC —2 ; then its Dimension
(which
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SOLIDITY , sometimes called the Im¬
penetrability
of Matter , is that Proper¬
ty
{which in this Cafe is called the Area, or Superficial Con¬
tent) is thus expressed, ABXBC = 4X2 = 8 ; that is,
there are eight small Squares, which are square Inches,
square Feet , £sV. according to the Measure of the
Sides.
q. If this Surface be compared with any other , as
EG , whose Length is EF —3, and Breadth FG —2 ;
then their Magnitudes will be to each o.her as ABxBC
to EFXFG , that is, as 8 to 6, or as 4 to 3. And be¬
cause in this Comparison each Term consists of two
Parts , or there is a twofold Ratio of Length to Length
and Breadth to Breadth , therefore this is said to be a
Duplicate Ratio -, and so all Surfaces are to each other
in the.Duplicate Ratio of their Sides.
4 . In like Manner all Solid Bodies, which have three
Dimensions , have their Magnitudes exprefs’d by thePro duel of their Length, Breadth, and Depth together . Thus
if there be one Solid AG , whole Length AB —4, its
Breadth AE —2, and Depth AD —3 ; and another Solid
HO , whose Length HI = 3, Breadth HM = i , and Depth
HL = 2 ; then will their Magnitudes be to each other as
ABxBExAD to HIxHMxHL , that is 4X2X3 —24 to
3X 1X2 —6, or as 24 to 6. And therefore Solids are said
to be in a triplicate Ratio , viz. of their Length , Breadth,
and Depth or Thickness ; and the Standard Measure rn
this Cafe is call’d a Cubic Inch, Foot, &c. because of its
being in the Form of a Dye , or Cube, which Figure is
contained under 6 equal and rectangular Planes.
5 . And here it will be necesiary to advertise the Rea¬
der, that any Quantity is generally denoted by a single
Letter , as A , B, t5 c. and the Square of that Quantity
by AX A or AA, or A"-, B \ Uc. and the Cube by A*
or Bh And when we express the Ratio of two Quanti¬
ties A and B, it is usually thus , A : B ; and when we
compare this Ratio with any other , as of C to D , we
express it thus, A : B :: C : D . If both Terms of the
Ratio increase or decrease together , the Ratio is said to
be direct, and exprefs’d as before : But if one Quantity
B 4
increases

Plate I.
Fig . 3.

Plate I.
Fig . 4, 5.
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ty by which a Body excludes all others
from the Place which itself possesseth ; for
it would be absurd to suppose two Bodies
could possess one and the fame Place at the
fame Time . From this Definition it fol¬
lows , that the Joftejl Bodies are equally solid
with the hardestIII
( ).
DIVISIincreascs while the other decreases, and vice versa, in
each Ratio ; then they are expressed in a different Man¬
ner, viz. A : b :: C : d, or A : C :: b 0: - And the
Addition of one Ratio A : B to another C : D is per¬
formed by multiplying the first Terms in each Ratio
together , and also the last ; and the Ratio of those Pro¬
ducts AC ; BID is the Sum of both the other . To square
any Ratio is to multiply it by itself A ! BXA : B —
A1: B*, and so the Cube of any Ratio , A : B is A 3B
: 3.
If any would know more of the Nat re of
may consult Dr . Sandersons Algebra , or my Logalt^ ko(III ) Figurability
is as necessary to Matt *« | s
any of the Properties abovementioned ; for since 9KLter is not infinite, it must be circumscribed within cPjjtain Limits and Bounds on every Part , which constitptfe
the Figure of the Body ; and as the Particles of Matter
may exist together in any Manner of Situation , so the
Figures or Form of Bodies, which they compose, may
be infinitely various and different from each other.
2. On this Property several Things of Moment de¬
pend ; thus according to the several Figures of the Cor¬
puscles, they will touch by a greater or lesser Quantity
of Surface, and so will cohere more or less firmly toge¬
ther ; from hence will arise various Qualities of Bodies,
which are the Foundation of most of the considerable
Phænomena of Nature , as will be hereafter taken No¬
tice of.
3. Hence we may observe likewise, that Bodies of
different Figures contain , under the fame Quantity of
'
' Surface,
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DIVISIBILITY is that Property by which
the Particles of Matter in all Bodies are ca¬
pable of a Separation or Disunion from each
other . Hence the Resolution or Dijsolution
of Bodies into their constituent Corpuscles,
as in many Operations of Chemistry . How
far this may actually obtain in Nature is
not easy to say : But that Matter is infinitely
divisible
Surface, different Magnitude ? or Bulks ; thus a Circle
contains a greater Area under the fame Length of Peri¬
phery , than any other figured Superficies ; and a Sphere,
under the fajne Quantity of Surfaces, contains a greater
Bulk or Space, than any other Solid whatever.
4 . Of all the infinite Variety of Forms or Figures,
which Matter is liable to, there are only five which will
admit the Particles of Matter , placed together, to fill the
Space between them compleatly, or so as to leave no
Pore , Vacuity , or Interstice between them : and Bodies
of these Forms have been known by the general Name
of the Jive Platonic Bodies, and are as follow :
I . Tetrahedron, which

has four equal triangular

Sides.

2. Hexahedron, of fix equal square Sides, viz. a Cube.
3. Ofiahedron, of eight equal pentagonal Sides.
4 . Dodecahedron, of twelve equal triangular Sides.
5. Icofahedron, of twenty equal triangular Sides.
5. Hence the Afferters of a Plenum are necessitated to
prove, that tho’ Matter is liable to an Infinity of Forms
indifferently , yet all its Particles must have but some
one of the five abovementioned ; otherwise it would be
as evident as an Axiom, that the Particles of Matter have
a different Form , and must therefore admit Vacuities
or Peres in the Composition of every Kind of Bodies.
Tho ’ this AtZpment for a Vacuum has not been ob¬
served, yet perhaps there is none more evident, geo¬
metrical and conclusive.
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divisible in a mathematical Consideration,
is demonstrable various Ways (IV ).
MOBILITY is that Property which all
Bodies have , of being moveable or capable
of changing their Situations or Places . This
Property

Plate I .
Fig . 6.

(IV ) i . The easiest Way to demonstrate the infinite
Divisibility of Matter , I think , is the following . Let AB
be the Length of a Particle to be divided ; through each
Extreme , A and B, let there be drawn the Lines CD,
EF parallel to each other : In the Line CD , between A
and C , let there be taken any Point G ; and in the Line
EF , from B towards F , let there be taken any finite
Number of Points , H , I , K , L , We. If now from the
Point G we draw the Lines GH , GI , GK , GL , We.
they will each of them cut off a Part of the given Par¬
ticle AB ; and yet asi er all, a Part , PA , will remain j
and since this will be the Cafe for any finite Number,
it is plain the Particle AB contains a Number of Parts
greater than any finite Number, and therefore infinite.
2 . Another
lowing , viz.

Plate I .
Fig . 7.

Demonstration

equally obvious

is the fol¬

Let AB be the Length of the given Partide ; thro ’ A draw CD , and in the Point E , at right

Angles , draw the indefinite right Line EF , in which let
there be any finite Number of Points taken , as G , H,
I , K , Wc. on these, as Centers , describe the several
Arches of Circles EL , EM , EN , EO , We. to cut the
Particle AB , each of these will take off a Part , and yet
there will a Part , AP , remain : therefore, We. as before.
3. Tho ’ we have no Possibility of an Instance of this
infinite Divisibility of Matter , yet Nature proceeds to¬
wards it to inconceivable Lengths in many of her won¬
derful (tho’ common ) Operations . How minutely is
Matter divided by Fire , as a Piece of Tallow , for In¬
stance, in a lighted Candle ! What a prodigious Sphere
or Space does the least Flame fill with Particles of Light,
or a Grain of AJfa fœtida with odorous Particles ! How
numerous and small the Particles or Vapours arising
from the Surface of Fluids ! Or the Particles of Copper,
Sub¬
which from a single Grain shall be diffused thro’ thestance
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Property of Matter is evident to all our
Senses ; and what nobody has confessedly
deny ’d (V ).
The VIS INERTIÆ , (as Sir Isaac call ’dit)
or the Inaflivity of Matter , is that Property
of it, by which it endeavours to continue
in its State either of Motion or Reji, or by
which it resists the Actions and Impressions
of all other Bodies which tend to generate
or destroy Motion therein (VI ).
ATTRACstance of many Millions of Times its own Quantity of
Water , and tinge it of a different Colour ! But In¬
stances of this Kind are endless.
(V ) Des Cartes and his Followers , who deny a Va¬
cuum, do virtually deny Motion ; for since Motion is the
Translation of a Body from one Part of Space to another,
if there be no void Space, such a Translation must be
made thro ’ a Space absolutely filled with Matter , or not
at all ; if the first be asserted, it will follow, that two
Bodies may be in one and the lame Place at once, which
is absurd ; therefore there can be no Motion at all upon
their Principles . To fay a Body may move in a Plenum,
as a Bird moves thro’ a Body of Air, or a Fish thro’
Water , is saying nothing to the Purpose ; because both Plate I.
Air and Water abound with Vacuities , ( as is well known Fig . 8.
from the Natuso of each ) whereas a Plenum admits of no
vacuous Space, and therefore of no Motion of tnc Par¬
ticles, nor consequently of any Body between them. Be¬
sides, neither the Bird nor Fish would be able to continue
in the Air or Water , were they not specifically Inner
than those Fluids ; but upon the Sunpositionof a Plenum,
all specific Gravity is taken away (as will be shewn)
and so the Cafe is not parallel , and therefore the Argu¬
ment fallacious.
(VI ) This Power or Force of Matter arises wholly
from its Sluggishness or Inactivity , and not at all from
its Gravity , as some (of no small Name ) have mista2
kenly
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is a Property that we
ATTRACTION
find all Matter endued with in a greater or
a lesser Degree : By this Property the Parti¬
cles of Matter attract; each other by a
Power which causes them mutually to ac¬
This
cede to, or approach each other .
Tendency of one Body to another is called
Gravitation

, or ,

in

the

Abstract , the
Gravi-

To make this Matter plain, sup¬
pose a Body A at rest in the Point A, it would not of
itself move out of that Point , unless by some external
Force impressed. Firjl, Suppose the Body absolutely
light , and it be required to move it from A to B, in a
certain Time ; to this End some Force must be applied
acting in the Direction AB, by which , at the End of
that Time , the Body will be found in B ; and this
Force once impreised will continue in the Body, and in
every such Particle of Time will carry it thro ’ a Space
equal to AB . Secondly, Suppose now Gravity begins to
act, and give the Body Motion , and that by the Power
of Gravity the Body be carried from A to D in a Line,
passing thro’ the Earth ’s Centre , in the fame Time as it
before moved from A to B ; draw BC and DC equal
and parallel to AD and AB ; and it is evident all the
Effect of Gravity will be only to cause the Body du¬
ring that Time , to descend through Space equal to AD
from the Line AB , and so in the End of that Time in¬
stead of being at B it will be in C ; but since the Point
C is as far from D as B is from A, it follows, that whe¬
ther Gravity acts or not , the fame Space is described in
the same Time in the Direction AB , and so the same
Force is required to give it the Motion , which therefore
has no Relation to or Dependance on Gravity ; but
arises solely from theNature of inactive Matter , and is oq
that Account ever proportional to the Number of Par¬
ticles or Quantity of Matter in Bodies.

Icenly conceived of it.
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Gravity
or Weight
of Bodies (VII ).
REPULSION
seems to be a Property
belonging to the small Particles of Matter
universally ; for they do not more evidently
attra £l in some Circumstances than they repel
each other in others , as will be evident by Ex¬
periments , hereafter to be exhibited (VIII .)
These
(VII ) This Power, or Virtue , was originally com¬
municated to all Matter by the Omnipotence of the
Deity , and is no ways necessary to its Existence ; there¬
fore I apprehend when Sir Isaac fays, he is ignorant of
the Cause of Gravity , he can only mean the particular
Manner in which it is exerted from one Body, and in
which it acts upon another, and not that he was igno¬
rant of the Source or Principle of Power whence it could
be derived. But as the Manner in which it is exerted,
so the Means by which it is propagated from one Body to
another , is as yet unknown . To account for the Pro¬
pagation of this Virtue , as of Light , ifc. tis’ supposed
that there is an exceeding fine imperceptible Medium
cr ethereal Spirit, diffused thro ’ all the System, and per¬
vading the Pores of all Bodies ; that this Medium is ex¬
tremely clastic, and that by its Tremours and Undula¬
tions , which are almost instantaneous, the Emanations
of the attracting Virtue , Light , 07 . are propagated with
an immense Velocity, much after the fame Manner as
Sounds are conveyed by the undulatory Motion of the
Air . By Means of this most subtle Spirit, ’tis supposed,
likewise, that electric Bodies exert their Power of at¬
tracting and repelling light Bodies at greater Distances ;
that Light is emitted, reflected, refracted, inflected, and
heats Bodies ; that all Sensation is excited, and animal
Motion performed at Will ; namely, by the Vibrations of
this Spirit mutually propagated along the solid Filaments
of the Nerves from the outward Organs of Sense to the
Brain , and from the Brain to the Muscles.
(VIII ) Attrafiion and Repulsion differ in no other Re¬
spects

rZ
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are the general Properties of

Matter , which we must regard in our Ex¬
plications of the various Phænomena of
Nature , in the Sense we have defined them.
These are the several Data, or fundamen¬
tal Principles on which the Science of Phi¬
losophy depends , and which will each of
them afford an ample Field both in the
speculative and praBical Part. We
shalt
(for the Sake of Method ) begin with the
AttraBion of
Bodies , consider its several
Species , and prove their Existence and the
Properties of each by Experiments.
The

Power

of AttraBion

, or Cause

of

Gravity , we presume not to define , or say
what it is, but only that it is, or does
exist ; and the Laws of its Action we shall
spects than this , that the attracting Virtue in the first:
Cafe carries Bodies towards the attracting Body, and in

the latter it carries them from it . In each Cafe, the
Particles are moved in the fame Manner among them¬
selves, by the Attracting, Electric or Magnetic Power,
Some very eminent Philosophers of late think different
from Sir Isaac Newton, who always asserted, that At¬
traction and Repulsion were two different and opposite
Powers, but that the latter begun where the former end¬
ed ; but these Gentlemen assert, they both belong to or
begin originally from the Particles of Matter themselves,
and that those which once attract or repel, always do so j
however this Principle requires to be supported by more
Experiments , and better Reasons than we have yet seen
in its Favour.

endea'
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endeavour to assign by what may be dis¬
covered by Reason and Experiment . To
this End we must consider, that any Kind
of Power or Virtue , proceeding or propagated
from a Body in Right Lines every Way as
from a Centre, mujl decrease in its Energy or
Strength as the Squares of the Distances from
the Body increase ; for ’tis evident , the Force
will be every where as the Number of Par¬
ticles issuing from the central Body on a
given Space, which Number of Particles
will decrease as the Squares of the Distances
increase. Thus the Number of Particles
which at one Distance AB , from a Point in
the Body at A , falls on a Square Inch BEFG,
will be four times as great as the Number
which falls on a Square Inch CHIK at
twice that Distance AC ; and nine times as Platelll.
great as the Number which falls on the Fig- I.
square Inch DLMN at three times that Di¬
stance AD ; and so on , as is evident from
the Diagram.
Hence

, since we have no

Reason

to

doubt but that all Kinds of Attraction con¬
sist in fine imperceptible Particles or invi¬
sible Effluvia, which
proceed from every
Point in the Surface of the attracting Body,
in all right - lined Directions every way,
which in their Progress lighting on other
Bodies

The different Species of
Bodies urge and sollicit them towards the
superior attracting Body ; therefore the
Force or Intensity of the attracting Power
in general must always decrease as the
Squares of the Distances increase.
Hence also we may observe,by the way,
that Light and Heat , Odours and Perfumes,
which consist of Particles or Effluvia that
proceed every way from luminous , heated,
and odoriferous Bodies, as from a Centre,
have always their Forces abated according
to the above Law . The Force of Sounds
also decreases in the same Proportion , for
Reasons that will be hereafter assigned.
By virtue of attracting Power , the grand
"Machinery of the Solar Syfiem, and doubt¬
less of all the others in the Universe , is ef¬
fected , establissied, and conserved. It is
therefore of the greatest Consequence , to be
acquainted with the different Species of
this universal Power or Agent , and to learn
by Experiments the peculiar Nature , Laws,
or Manner of Action in each. Naturalists
Sorts of
generally reckon Four different
Attraction , viz,
I . The AttraElion of Cohesion , which
is peculiar to Corpuscles or primigenial
Particles of Matter , of which larger Bodies
are composed, by the Accretion and firm
Adhc-

of
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Attraction,

Adhesion of these Particles * arising from
their strong attractive Power.
II. The Attrattion of Electricity,
which is peculiar to some Kinds of Bodies,
as Glass, Amber , Sealing -wax , &c. which
are therefore called EleBrical.
III . The AttraBion of Magnetism , or
of the Loadstone , which is peculiar to,
and mutual between the Loadstone and
Iron.
IV . The AttraSlion of Gravitation,
which is observable only in the larger Com¬
positions and Systems of Matter ; as in the
Earth and Moon, and the Sun and Plane¬
tary Bodies which compose the solar System.
Of each of these Species of Attraction in
Order ; and first,
Of the AttraSiion of Cohesion

: The

Laws and Properties of this Attraction are
the following , (i .) It is very discernible
and most powerful in Corpuscles, or the
smallest Particles of Matter . (2.) It is
mutually exerted between those Particles 5
or they mutually attract , and are attracted
by each other . (3.) The Sphere of At¬
traction , or Extent of this Power , is greater
in some Particles of Matter than in others,
but very small at the utmost : For (4.)
This Power is insensible in solid Bodies in
the least sensible Distance , acting as it were
Vol . I.

C
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only on Contact ; and therefore , (5.) It
must be nearly proportional to the Quan¬
tity of contiguous Surfaces 1 or the Parts
of Bodies cohere most strongly , whose
touching Surfaces are largest. (6 .) This
Power must efecrease as the Squares of the
Distances increase ; because it must be sup¬
posed to istue from each Particle in rightlined Directions . (7 .) Where the Sphere
of Attraction ends , there a Repelling Power
begins , by which the Particles , instead of
attraSlingy repel and fly from each other(8 .) By this Power the small Portions or
Drops of a Fluid conform themselves to a
spherical Figure (IX ).

Plate I .

Plate I ,

The

(IX ) To illustrate this Matter of Corpuscular Attraction and Repulsion : Let A, B, ( in Fig. 9 , 10, 11, 12.)
represent two small Bodies or Corpuscles of Matter ; and
their Spheres of Attraction , ( or Extent of their Attract¬
ing Power every Way ) be C D E , and E F G . Then
it is evident,
1. That the Force with which the Bodies attract each
other will be greatest in the Cafe where they touch each
other.
2. If the Bodies arc of a spherical Figure ( as Fig. 9 .J
they can touch but in a single Point ; and therefore the
Power with which they stick or cohere together will be
the slightest or weakest possible.
3. But if the Bodies are bounded by plain Surfaces
(as Fig. 12 . ) the Power of Cohesion will be so much
the greater, as the Number of Particles , or Area of
the Surface by which they touch , is larger.
4 . If the Corpuscles A, B, touch not , but are yet
within the Sphere of each other ’s Attraction , ( as Fig. 10. )
they will then be easily moveable qi voluble about each
other,

Of the AttraSiion of Cohesion .
The first and second of these Properties
are made manifest by various Experiments ;
as the sudden Union of two contiguous
Drops of Mercury , Water , & c. The
strong
Adhesion of two Leaden Balls , which touch
by polilh ’d Surfaces (X ) ; as also of Glass
Planes ,
other , and yield to the least Impression of external Force;
and this will be the Cafe of all Particles , whatever be
their Figures or Forms.
5. If the Corpuscles A, B, are separated to such a
Distance as to be without each other’s Sphere of At¬
traction ( as in Fig. n . ) then will they fly from, or re¬
pel each other, with a Power that extends to a conside¬
rable Distance, and is exerted every YVay equally from
each P rticle.
(). If there be a great Number of these Particles thus
disengaged from each other , but yet confined within
certain Bounds, they will , by this repulsive Power, be
all situated at equal Distances from each other through
the whole Space, if the confining Power be on every
Side equal.
7. This Power, while attrablive, extends to but very
lmall Distances from the Corpuscles, and then becomes
repulsive, for strictly speaking, there are no Bodies in
Nature which repel absolutely
, but only at certain Di¬
stances ; thus the Loadstone does not at all Distances
repel the Needle, but only at a definite Distance ; for
either Pole will attract either End of the Needle at a
very near Distance, or upon Contact , as is easy to ex¬
periment.
(X ) This Adhesion of leaden Balls is so very consi¬
derable, that with two (not weighing above a Pound
each, nor touching upon more than ^ of a square Inch
Surface) I have lifted above 200 Ib. weight . In order to
this , the Surfaces by which they touch must be finely
planed with the Edge of a sharp Pen -knife, and equally
prefs’d together with a considerable Force , with a gentle
Turn of the Hand at the fame Time ; and thus two
C 2
com-
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Ascent
, and Cryjlal Buttons: The
"Planes
of Water between Glass Planes , and in Ca¬
pillary Pub es: The rising of Water by the
Sides
common leaden Bullets will adhere so firmly together,
as to require upwards of 80 Ib. to separate them,
2. In polifh’d Surfaces that are very hard , as Glass,
Brass, &c, it is impossible to bring them into such close
Contact as to cohere without the Interposition of Water,
or something humid , to fill the Pores by expelling the
Air contained therein , which prevents the Planes com¬
ing together while dry ; the Humidity in this Cafe proves
a Cement which holds the Planes together by all its
Force of Attraction on either Side,
3. This Force of Attraction between the Brass Planes
is greater with Oil than with Water ; and greater with
any Sort of Grease or Fat that will harden with Cold
than with Ois I never yet could meet with four Meir
strong enough to separate Planes thus put together,
which are but 4 ' Inches Diameter ; and therefore they
cohere with a Force much superior to the Force or Pres¬
sure of Air on such a Surface, which contains about 14
square Inches , and allowing 15 Ib. for Pressure to every
Inch , it will amount to but 210 Ib. which is not half
the Strength of four Men palling against each other to
the best Advantage. I have often seen six Men en¬
deavour to separate them in vain.
4 . Professor Muschenbroek has made many Experi¬
ments to shew the Force of "Cohesion between Planes
of various Substances, and about 2 Inches Diameter,
well polished, having first heated them in boiling Wa¬
ter, and then besmeared them first with a cold TallowCandle , and afterwards with boiling Grease, and the
Weights to separate them were as in the following
Table ;
Hot Grease.
Cold Grease.
Planes
300 Ib,
Glass — 130 Ib.
800
Brass — 150
850
Copper — 200
600
Marble — 225
250
Silver — 150
950
— 300
Iron
5. These
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Sides of a Glass Vessel , and into Tubes of
Sandy Ashesy Sugar , Sponge, and all porous
Substances.
The
5. These Planes adhere by other Sorts of Matter with
Forces as in the Table below, where the Weights ne¬
cessary to separate them are specified:
With Water
—
— 12 Ounces.
With Oil
—
— 18 Ounces.
With Venice Turpentine — 24 Ounces.
With Rosin
—
■
— 850 Pounds.
With Tallow Candle
— 800 Pounds.
With Pitch
—
— 1400 Pounds.
Though these Experiments would net always give the
fame Numbers , yet they sufficiently shew the vast at¬
tractive Forces , and the very great Difference between
therm
6. After this he gives us an Account of his Experi¬
ments made to find the Force with which Bodies cohere
naturally , or what is the absolute Force of Cohesion in
various Bodies, which he estimates by the Weights re¬
quired to pull them asunder, drawing according to their
Lengths this he tried first in Wood , and afterwards in
Metal . His Pieces of Wood were of a long square
Form , of which each Side was -,-53 of an Inch , and
by Weights suspended they were drawn asunder, accord¬
ing to the .several Sorts , as mentioned below:
IOOO Ib.
Wood of Lindcn -Tree
of Alder —■
loco
of Fir
—
600
of Oak
—
1150
of Elm
—
950
of Beech —
1250
of Ash
—
1250
7 . The Trial he made with Metals was of Weights
suspended to Wires of each Sort , whose Diameter was
■A of a Rhinland Inch ; or because the Rhinland Foot is
to ours as 139 to 135, the Wire was r'i i% Parts of an
Inch Englijh. The Metals and Weights were as follow:
C 3
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The

third

of these Properties

is evident

by the Experiments of Water rising above
the common Level , and Mercury ’s sinking
below it, in Capillary Tubes : By the sticks
ing .or adhering of Water to common Sub-*
stances, which by Mercury are left dry.
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of

Copper —
yellow Brass
Gold
—
Silyer —
Iron
—
Tin
—
Lead
—

299 \lb.

360
500

37°
450

4°+
29 i

8. These Experiments shew the absolute Force of Co¬
in Bodies. That which he calls the Relative Forcet
is that by which any Body resists the Force of any other
Body acting upon it in a Direction perpendicular to its
Length ; and this he estimated in the fame Pieces of
Wood as before, by putting one End into a square Hole
of a metal Plate , and hanging Weights towards the
other End sufficient to break each Piece of Wood at the
Hole. These Weights and Distances from the Holy
were in his Experiments as follow :
hesion

Fir —
Oak —
Elm —
Pine —
Alder —
Beech —

Distance.
9 Inches
81 —
9
—
9I
—
9*
—7
—

—
—

Weights.
40 Ounces.
48

— 44
— 36I
— 48

— 56|

Such as would fee much more on this Subject, may
consult the Author ’s admirable EJsai de Physique;and
his Treatise of the Cohesion of Bodies, altogether on
the Subject.
The
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The

fourth

and

fifth

Properties

are

evinced by the Experiments of the different
Heights to which Fluids ascend between
Glass Planes unequally inclined , and in
Capillary Tubes of different Bores : Also,
by the accelerated Motion of a Drop of
Oil between two inclined Planes : And like¬
wise by the Hyperbolical Curve formed by
the Superficies of a Fluid ascending be¬
tween Glass Planes touching each other on
one Side.
The

sixth

Property

is

evident

.

The

seventh seems evident between fat and oily
Particles of Matter , and those of an aqueous
is molt manifest from the
Nature; But
Elastic Property of the Air , whole Par¬
ticles compressed together restore themselves
by this repellent Power to their first State x
Also by the Ascent of Steam or Vapour from
humid or fluid Bodies.
The

eighth

Property

of this

Attraction

is manifest by Drops of Water falling on
Dust ; by Drops of Dew gathering on the
Tops of Grafs ; and lastly, by Quicksilver
divided into small Portions , which always
form themselves into perfect Spherules or
Globules (XII).
From
{XII . ) x. In order to account for the Phænomena of
Glass Capillary Tubes , fa’s. it will be necessary first to
premise,
C 4
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From this Account of the AttraSHon of
Cohesion we learn a rational Solution of se¬
veral very curious and surprizing Phænomena

premise, that there is a greater Attraction between the
Particles of Glass and Water , than there is between the
Particles of Water themselves : For if it were not so,
Plate I . the least Quantity or Drop of Water C applied to the
Fig .. 13. under Side of a Glass Tube , in a Position parallel to
the Horizon , as A B, would not adhere to it, but im¬
mediately fall down by its Gravity 5 but we fee that it
does not , till its Bulk and Gravity be so far increased as
to overcome the Attraction of the Glass , and then it
falls off.
2. Since we find such a strong attractive Power in the
Surface of Glass, it will be easy to conceive how sensibly
such a Power must act on the Surface of a Fluid (not
viscid) as Water , contained within the small Cavity or
Bore of a Glass Tube ; as also that it will be in Pro¬
portion stronger as the Diameter of the Bore is smaller;
for that the Efficacy of the Power follows the inverse
Proportion of the Diameter is evident from hence, that
only such Particles as are in Contact with the Fluid , and
those immediately above the Surface, can affect it,
3. Now those Particles form a Periphery , or rather a
very narrow An-qulus or Ring contiguous to the Surface,
the upper Part of which attracts and raises the Surface,
apd the lower Part , which is in Contact with it, sup¬
ports and holds it up ; so that neither the Thickness
nor Length of the Tube avails any thing , only the said
Periphery of Particles , which is always proportional to
the Diameter of the Bore.
4. The Quantity of the Fluid raised will therefore be
as the Surface of the Bore which it fills ; that is, as the
Diameter , since the Effect would not be otherwise pro¬
portional to the Cause.
5. Since the Quantities follow the Ratio of the Dia¬
meters, the Heights to which the Fluid will rife in dif¬
ferent Tubes will be inversely as the Diameters , which
is thus demonstrated.
Let
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mena of Nature : As why the Parts of
Bodies adhere and stick so firmly toge¬
ther ;
Let

represent the Quantities of Matter raised;
the Diameters of the Tubes Bores ;
Plate I.
the Height to which the Fluid rises in the Iig . 15.
Tubes.

Then since
q, represent the Contents of twoCyliinders of the Fluid (suppose GL and IM ) it will be
Q _: q DDH
::
: ddh, from the Nature of a Cylinder ;
and from the Nature of this Attraction , it is Q_: q ::
D : d as
( was just now shewn ; ) therefore we have, As
D * H : dl h : D
: : d ; and so D 1 H d ~ dz Db, that is
DH — dh ,' consequently , D : d : : h : H.
6. The Velocity with which it begins to rife in the
Tube is exceeding great , but presently abates, and so
continues by increasing the Weight of the Fluid that is
raised ; and it will continue to rife till an Equilibrium be
made between the Gravity and the attracting Force of
the Glass.
7. The Piesiure of the Air neither helps nor hinders
the rife of the Fluids , for the Effect is the same in Vatuo as in the Air .
But the more viscid the Fluid , the
less apt it is to rife in the Tube.
g. By the same Power the Water rises between Glass
Planes, so as to form the celebrated Hyperbolic
Curve , when they are so placed in Water as to touch

on one Side, and be separate or opened to a small Dis¬
tance on the other . Thus suppose A BCD the Surface
of Water , in which are placed the two Planes fmO Plate I.
and em O , so as to touch all along the Side wO , and yet t' ig. 14.
open on the other Part , so as to contain a small AnglefOe ;
then forming the Rectangles O dhp, O cio, Obkn y
O air , &cc. and measuring very exactly, they will al¬
ways be found equal to each other ; and this is a well
known Property of the Hyperbolic Space between the
Curve and its Legs Oe and Qm.
10. If two long Glass Planes are first smeared over
with Oil , and then set together at their Ends , and in¬
clined to each other under a very small Angle , and a
Drop
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ther ; why some are hard, others soft ; some

fixed, others fiuid j some clastic, others void
Drop of the Oil so placed between them as to touch
both Planes, it will immediately begin to move towards
the touching Ends , or Angles of the Planes , and that
Motion will be continued with an accelerated Velocity,
by reason of the increasing Attraction of the Planes , on
account of the decreasing Distance between them , and
the larger Portion of touching Surface on each Side the
Drop ; concerning all which a great deal has been wrote
to very little Purpose,
11. If Glass be applied to any other Fluid , whose
Particles attract each other more strongly than Glass at¬
tracts them, all the Phænomena of such a Fluid in Ca¬
pillary Tubes , and between Glass Planes, will be just
the Reverse of those now mentioned of Water . Now
dhtick-silver is such a Fluid , and therefore it will stand
lower within a Capillary Tube than without ; the Sur¬
face convex and not concave, as in Water ; and between
the Planes it will move a contrary Way , (sfc.
12. But if a Bason or Dish be made of Copper or
Brass, and polished well within Side, and then tinned
all over, Mercury put into such a Vessel will every where
unite with the Tin , and may be properly said to wet it,
as Water does Glass ; and the Mercury , if clean, put
into this Mercurial Bason, will be attracted and rife all
round the Sides, and have the same Phænomena with
Water put into a wet Glass, Transparency only ex¬
cepted.
13. Here I think proper to mention an Experiment,
with which I have often entertained myself and others,
and that is, pouring Mercury into the abovementioned
Dish or Bason formed into a true Spherical Figure , and
well planished, it leaves the concave Surface so nicely
silvered, that it makes a most delightful Mirrour , and
reflects the Light so perfectly, as to produce the strongest
and most distinct Image of an Object that can possibly
be effected by Art . How far the Nature and Applica-
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of any elaflic Quality; which all arise from
the different Figure of the Particles , and
the
tion of Mirrours may be improved by this Method,
must be left to farther and future Experience : And also
whether it be not practicable by this Means to make a
very large and most effectual Burning -Glass, at a very
easy and cheap Rate.
14. A late French Author (L’Abbe Nollet) has thought
fit to call in question the Cause we have here assigned for
the Rife of Fluids in Capillary Tubes , and has almost
sneered "Dr.fterm ' s learned Diflertationson that Subject}
but I fee nothing that could oblige him to do this, from
what he has said to explode it ; no Man can be con¬
vinced by his ipse dixit, that this is a mere Hypothesis ;
the Phesnomena so plainly indicate the Cause to be At¬
traction , and agree in every Particular so nicely to the
Theory , that ’tis not to be expected we should give it
up till we see better Reason for it than this reverend Fa¬
ther has given in his prolix Digression on this Subject.
See his Lepons de Physique Experimentale, Tom . II.
Page 421 , tsfe.
15. But though the Attraction of the Glass is the in¬
dubitable Cause of the Ascent of Fluids , yet it must
be allowed that the Nature and Genius of the Fluid is to
be regarded in most of the Phœnomena, which are not
proportioned to the attracting Power of the Glass only,
but to that Power conjointly with the various Disposition
of Fluids to yield thereto ; nor is the Density of the
Fluid of primary Consideration, it being evident by Ex¬
periment , that some lighter Fluids will rife to a less
Height than others which are much heavier : Thus Spi~
rit of Wine will rife but 4! Tenths of an Inch in a
Tube , where Oil of Tartar will rife 9, as in the Fable
below. Nor does it at all depend on the Viscidity or
Tenacity of Parts ; for hard white Varnish (very thick
and viscid) and Spirit of Wine ascend nearly to the
same Height . I am inclined to think from the Expe
riments which I have made, that the Ascent of Fluids
depend
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the greater or lesser Degree of Attraction
consequent thereupon .
Hence the Reason
why
depend greatly upon the Spirit they contain , and that
not on the Quantity of it, but on some peculiar Action
or Disposition thereof , relative to the attracting Power
of the Glass . So from the Table it appears, that Spi¬
rituous Liquors rife to a small Height in general ; but
Water , which has none , to the greatest ; yet Spirit of
Hart ’s- horn , and Spirit of Urine rife higher than Ale and
Small - Beer, which contain but a small Proportion of
Spirit.
16. But to set this Matter in a clear Light , I have
very carefully made the Experiment on the following
Fluids , which were each of them often repeated, and
with the fame Success ; the Bore of the Tube was about
A of an Inch in Diameter.
Altitude.
Common Spring Water — 12 Tenths of an
11
Spirit of Urine
Tincture of Galls
—ii
Recent Urine
—
IO
Spirit of Salt
—
9
01 . Tar. per Deliquium - — 9
Vinegar
91
Small Beer
9
Strong Spirit of Nitre — 8 J
Spirit of Hart ’s- horn — H
Cream
—
8
Skimmed Milk
— —
8
Aqua fortis —
—
7i
Red Wine
-7i
White Wine
——
7\
Ale
7i
01 . Sulph. per Campanam — - 6 Oil of V itriol
—
64
Sweet Oil
—
6
Oil of Turpentine
—
5*
Geneva
Si
Rum
—
5
Brandy
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why Flies walk on the Surface of the Wa¬
ter , and wet not their Feet . On this
Principle
Altitude.
5 Tenths of an Inch.
Brandy
—
White hard Varnish
5
4*
Spirit of Wine
Tincture of Mars
4*
17. From other Experiments it appears that Heat and
Cold are not concerned in the Ascent of Fluids , the
hottest Water standing at the fame Height as the Cold.
Also Salts of any Kind dissolved in Water makes but
little Alteration in the Heights , for when Water has
taken up all it can in the Solution , it will rife 10 or
IOJ, which small Deficiency is owing undoubtedly to
the increased Gravity of the Fluid.
18. There is one Phænomenon of Capillary Tubes
very extraordinary , which is this ; if a large bored Tube Plate I.
N 1* be at one End P drawn out into a fine Capillary as Fig . i z.
at O , such a Tube filled with Water , and then inverted
into a Vessel of Water , as ABCD, will retain all
the Water suspended through its whole Length , if it
does not exceed the Height to which a Capillary of the
fame Bore, as at O , will attract it. To fee the Reason
of this, we must consider the Motion of a small Quan¬
tity of Water CD in a tapering Capillary A B in an Fig ., 16,
horizontal Position. And here we must assign two
Principles of Motion in the Fluid CD ; one is the at¬
tracting Power of the Glass at C and D , the other is the
Velocity of the moving Fluid in these Places.
For the
Momentum of any Body, whether Solid or Fluid , is al¬
ways proportioned to the Intensity of the moving Power,
and the Velocity of Motion . (As is shewn fully here¬
after.) But the moving Power or Attraction at C is to
that at D as the Diameter of the Bore at C to the Dia¬
meter thereof at D : Or , putting a, A , for the two At¬
tractions in D and C , and d, D , for the Diameters , we
have a A
: ; : d : D.
19. Again , the Velocities (V and v) of the Water
in those Points areas the Squares of the Diameters in¬
versely
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Principle we account for the Manner how 1
Plants imbibe the nutritive Juice or Mois¬
ture
versely ( as will be shewn hereafter ;) that is, V : v::
D D : dd. Therefore V X a : v X A : : D 1 d : d1 D : :
D : d. That
is, the whole Motion of the Water at D is
to that at C as the Diameter at C to that at D ; conse¬
quently the Water will move towards the End of the
Tube B.
20 . Because when the Water moves in the Tube,
the Velocity at D is greater than that at C , and there¬
fore the Spaces described in equal Time by the Extre¬
mities of the Fluid unequal , it follows that the Water
will move from D towards B with an accelerated Velo¬
city , the Difference between the Diameters d and D
continually increasing. This likewise shews the Reason
of the accelerated Motion of the Drop of Oil between
the two inclined Glass Planes , as mentioned Art. 10.
Plate I.
21 . The Motion of the Water once begun at D,
will
continue till it has with great Rapidity reached the
Fig . 17.
End B ; and if then the End B be raised above the ho¬
rizontal Line AF , yet will the Water be drained at
B , and not descend, till the perpendicular Altitude B F
is equal to the Height to which the Water would rife
in a Capillary of the fame Bore as at B.
Plate I.
22. Hence also if the Tube be held in an upright or
Fig . 18. perpendicular Position, as AB , the Water will not de¬
scend, unless its Weight be such as when added to the
Power acting at C towards A, the Sum shall be greater
than the Power acting upwards at B ; which Power
arises from the Attraction of the Tubes , the Velocity
of the Fluid , and the Cohesion of its Particles ; for un¬
less we consider this Cohesion of the Particles , the
Weight of the Water , when the Vessel is large, will
be too great to suffer a Suspension of the Fluid by the
other Forces in the Capillary Part.
23. Nor is this Cohesion of the Parts a Petitio Principii, but what we know by Experiment to be the Cause
of such a Phanomenon when nothing else can be so ;
thus we find the Particles in a Drop of Water hang to¬
gether
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ture of the Earth by the Fibres of the
Roots : Also for the Rife of the Sap in Ve¬
getables , and for the whole Oeconomy of
Vegetation in general . Hence the Ratio¬
nale of the various Secretions of Fluids by
the Glands of an Animal Body , and their
wonderful Circulation through the fine Ca¬
pillary Vessels . Hence also the Reason of
Soldering and Gilding of Metals ; also of
Melting or Fusion of Heat . Hence also
the Exhalation of Vapours by the Heat of
the Sun or Fire ; the Aggregation of Aque¬
ous Particles in the Air , forming the Drops
of Rain . We hence fee the Reason of
Dijiilj»Ethw by Cohesion, till the Gravity of the Whole draws
it from the Part to which it coheres. Without this Co¬
hesion there could be formed no Drop at all.
24. Hence likewise it is, that a Column of Mercury
well purged of Air , will be suspended by Cohesion to
the Height of 70 or 75 Inches , when the Air alone will
sustain it to no greater Altitude than that of 31 Inches
at most. Dr . ‘Jurin supposes the Pressure of an elastic
subtle Medium (which can penetrate the Pores of Glass
and Water ) to have some Part in producing this very
odd Phænomenon . But if all we can learn from Ex¬
perience be thought insufficient, I shall leave theReader
to amuse himself with what Conjecture he shall think
fitj assuring him in the last Place , that this wonderful
Suspension of the Fluid in ever so large a Glass, as A C,
whose Top terminates in the Capillary B, is not owing
to the Pressure of the Air , because,the same Thing will
happen in an exhausted Receiver on the Air - Pump. See Plate I.
Appendix, Numb . II . to Cote’s Le£lures. Fig
. 19.
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' Distillation , Filtration , Dissolution, Digestion,
Sublimation, Precipitation , Crystallization,
and all the other Operations of Chemistry
and Pharmacy , which are no otherwise to
be accounted for . Lastly , we find <SVr
Isaac Newton at( the End of his OpticsJ
gives a beautiful and clear Solution to those
wondrous Phænomena of subterranean Re¬
censions and Explosions ; of Volcanos and
Earthquakes ; of Hot Springs , Damps , and
suffocating Exhalations in Mines , &c. on
the Principles of this Sort of Attraction and
Repulsion (XIII .)
(XIII . ) i . The Rationale of the several important
Particulars here mentioned will easily appear from the
preceding Principles or Properties of Matter . Thus
Hardness

of Bodies arise from such Figures of the

Particles of Matter as permit them to touch by large
Surfaces, and thus to have a great Power of Attraction ;
and at the fame Time , so to fit and fall in with each
other , that they prevent any Motion ensuing among
themselves by any external Pressure ; whereas in another
Sort of Figure , the Particles may be admitted to touch
by pretty large Surfaces, yet such as not confining each
other , will permit the Motion imprefs’d on the external
Parts to proceed among the interior Particles , which
will thus easily move among themselves, and make what
we call Softness in Bodies.
2 . Fixity

is much the fame as Hardness , and owing

to the fame Cause, and is opposed to Fluidity , which
may in some Sense be esteemed the greatest Degree of
Softness, because a fluid Body yields to the least Pressure,
and therefore the attractive Power , by which the Par¬
ticles of a Fluid cohere, must be the least possible; but
this results from such a Figure as admits of the fewest
Points of Contact possible, that is, a Spherical Figure.
And
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And hence ’tis evident that Bodies are more or less fluid
as their Parts approach more or less to a globular Figure.

All which follows from Annotat. III . 2.
3. Elasticity
in Solids arises from the same Prin¬
ciple of corpuscular Attraction ; thus if a Steel Spring,
or Wire , or Piece of very thin Glass, be bent out of
its natural Position, the Particles on the convex Part are
forced from that intimate Contact they before had ; and
on the concave Part they are forced nearer together , or
harder upon each other , than in the natural State ; in
both Cafes there will be a considerable Resistance to be
overcome, and require a superior Force . During this
State of the Particles they may be said to be under a Sort
of Tension on one Side, and Compression on the other;
and since by this Force they are not drawn out of each
other ’s Attraction , as soon as the Force is remitted or
ceases to act, the attractive Power reduces the Particles,
and unbends the Wire by restoring it to its natural State
and Site. Now ’tis well known that many Substances
are composed of such fibrous Parts or Filaments , which
resemble fine Wire , and are interwoven and disposed in
such a Manner ( as in Sponge, for Instance ) that they can¬
not be com pre fled without being bent or wrested from
their natural Position, whence all such Bodies will in
such a Case exert a Force or Spring , and thus prove
elajlic. This
Theory may be applied to Bodies of a
closer Texture , as Cork, Wood, Ivory, Class,c& . And
such Matter (as wants this Texture and Disposition of
Parts , will not exert such a Spring or Force, but take
the Figure arising from the impressed Force, and thus
prove what we call Non-Elajlic Bodies.
4 . Soldering
is another notable Effect of this co¬
hesive Power ; for when the Surfaces of two Pieces of

Metal are made clean, or freed from all intervening
Matter besides the Solder, the Solder being then fluxed,
its Particles will freely enter the Pores, or come into
Contact with those of the polished Surfaces of Metal,
and by that Means adhere firmly to each, and there¬
fore when the melted Solder becomes cold and fixed, it
holds the Surfaces exceeding fast together , in the Na¬
ture of a Glue or Cement , which are all of the fame
Vol . I .
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kind , but differ in the Degree of the cohesive or at¬
tracting Power of the Parts.
5 . Melting

or Fusion

of fixed Bodies depends up¬

on the fame Theory ; for when the Particles of a fixed
Body ire separated by the Action of Heat so far as not
to touch , or but very slightly, yet not so far as to be out
of each other’s Attraction , they then will easily move
by each other, and put on all the Appearances of a fluid
Body, ( as plainly follows, from Annotat. X . 4.)
6 . Evaporation

proceeds

likewise

from hence,

that when the Particles are so far separated by Heat as
to be without each other’s Attraction , they then begin
to repel each other , and thus will seem to rise from
the Surface of the Fluid in Form of a Vapour , or
Body of Particles , which are at equal Distances from
each other ; and becoming thus specifically lighter than
the same Bulk of airy Particles , they will rife in the fluid
Body of Air till they come to that Part of it which has
the fame Gravity , and they will there make what we
call Clouds , which will move this Way or that , ac¬
cording to the Current of Air in those Regions . See
Anno\ X . 5, 6.
7. The Vapours thus raised become the Original
Matter of all Meteors , one Degree of Cold condens¬
ing them into larger Globules , which fall in Drops of
Rain

; a greater Degree producing a Fixedness or Co¬

agulation of the Particles ; which lhoot like Salts into
various curious Forms, and make the Fleaks of Snow;
a third and still greater Degree of Cold congeals the
Vapours into a harder Substance, greatly variegated in
Form and Consistence, and thus produces Hail. If
the Cold condenses the Vapour so that it can’t rife high
above the Surface of the Earth , it will there hover about,
and fill the lower Air with an obscuring Fog v.r Mist :
Or , if the Cold be more intense, it freezes the Mist to
every Twig and Blade of Grafs in Form of a white in¬
crustation , which we call a Rime . If the Air b warm,
so that the Vapour therein be too fine to be visible in
the Day -time, it will yet be condensed by the Coolness
of the Evening so far as to descend, and settle upon the
Tops of Grafs in the Form of Dew : But , lastly, if
the Evenings of such a fine Day be cold enough to
freeze,
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freeze , then instead of a Dew there will appear a White

Frost

all over the Surface of the Ground.
The
Capillary
Syphon is a most curious
Phanomenon, arising from the fame Principle ; for the
Water being raised to the Flexure or bended Part , by
8.

the attracting Force of the shorter Leg immersed into
it , the same Force continuing to act carries it even into
the longer Leg, and there conspiring with the Force
of Gravity , the Water precipitately descends and drives
the Air before it, and thus would keep running or drop¬
ping out till all the Water were exhausted to the Orifice
of the immersed Leg , if the Operation were to be con¬
tinued long enough.
9.

The

Filter

is to be considered as nothing more

than a Compound Capillary Syphon; for the Threads or
Filaments of which it consists, lying very near together,
make long and slender Vacuities or Interstices , which
represent so many Capillary Syphons, which attract,
raise, and decant off the Fluid in a considerable Quan¬
tity , proportional to their Number or the Largeness of
the Filter.
10. After the fame Manner it is, undoubtedly , that
the Humidity of the Earth is drawn into the Substance
of the Roots of Plants and Vegetables, which we know
consist of long and very minute Fibres so disposed as to
form an infinite Number of tubular Interstices , which
act in the Nature of a Filter , and imbibe the Juices
and Moisture destined for the Nutriment and Growth of
the Plant.
11. Thus also it is reasonable to suppose the fine Ex¬
pansion or Ramification of the Lacteal, the Lymphatic,
and Sanguiferous Vejsels thro ' all the Substance of the
Glands and Viscera in the finest Capillary Tubes , does
greatly aslist, if not wholly promote, the Circulation of
the Blood and Juices , in order to the various Secretions
of each respective Gland ; an Effect too great for the
Pulsive Force of the Heart , or larger Vessels, when thus
so infinitely and minutely divided, were it not to be
joined by the strong Attraction of those Capillary Parts.
12. By this Means it is that Tallow and Oil rife into
the Wicks of Candles and Lamps : That Sponge so
readily fucks up and retains so great a Quantity of a
D 2 Fluid
:

)-
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Fluid : That Tubes of Ashes or Sand will thus raise
Water to the Height of several Feet . ’Tis by this
Virtue that the Pen retains Ink , and the Paper draws it
forth in Writing ; or refuses to admit it, if oiled, by
the Repellency of the Particles of Oil.
13. By this Power fixed Bodies are dissolved by proper
Mediums ; as Sugar and all Kinds of Salts by Water ;.
Silver, Copper, Tin, Sic. by Aqua Fortis ; Gold by
Aqua Regia ; and other Bodies in .other Menstruums.
The Reason is, that when the Particles of the Solid and'
Fluid attract one another more strongly, than either
those of the Solid or those of the Fluid attract each other
separately, then a Separation of the Parts or Dissolution
must ensue. For since, for Instance, if a Particle of
the Fluid be attracted with a greater Force than a con¬
tiguous Particle of the Solid, that fluid Particle will
rush upon the other with so great an Impetus , as in¬
stantly to displace it, and separate it from the Solid Par¬
ticle to which it before adhered with a weaker Force;
and thus we are to conceive of every other Particle , till
the Whole be dissolved, which will then end when each,
Fluid Particle has filled its Sphere of Attraction with
those of the Solid ; and the Fluid is then said to be sa¬
turated, and will dissolve no more.
14. Precipitation

likewise is a Consequence

from

the same Principle ; for if to the Solution of any Solid
some other Solid or Fluid Body be added, whose Par¬
ticles are attracted by the Fluid with a greater Force
than those of the dissolved Solid, then will the former
take Place of the latter, which , being disengaged, wilt
fall to the Bottom , and settle in Form of a very fine
Powder ; thus is Silver precipitated by Copper , which
the Aqua- Fcrtis attracts more powerfully than Silver.
Thus a Solution of Copper is again precipitated by
Iron , and other Solutions have their respective Preripitants.
-Fermentation

is also an Effect of the same

Cattle, inasmuch as it consists in the internal Agitation
and Commotion of the Parts of the fermenting Body,
arising from their mutual Action and Attraction so often
mentioned . By this means Bodies are either wholly dis¬
solved, as has been laid; or have their Parts so far al¬
tered
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tered and compounded with other Matter , that they seem
to change their Natures , and acquire quite new Pro¬
perties and Principles . Thus Malt by Fermentation
yields a Spirit by Distillation , tho ’ not like it before ;
not to mention Putrefaction , and the many notable
Phanomena thence arising. See Shaw’s Lectures en Chcmijiry.
16. The Heat , Ebullition
, and Explosion of
sundry Mixtures are owing to the violent Action and
great Rapidity of Motion among the constituent Par¬
ticles ; for all Heat and Accension proceeds from an At¬
trition or Rubbing of the Particles of Matter one among
another . Thus Jqua - Fortis and the Particles of Copper
act so violently on each other as to cause a great Effer¬
vescence and Heat ; and Steel-Filings produce a Blast
t >r Explosion instantly . Again , Oil of Caraway-Seed,
poured on compound Spirit of Nitre , kindles to Flame
with such prodigious Force , that in Vacv.o it has blown
up and burst an exhausted Receiver six Inches wide and
eight Inches deep.
17.

In

accounting

for Thunder

and Lightninp

we have recourse to the same Principles , that is, a Fer¬
mentation between the sulphureous Steams exhaled from
the Earth , and the Nitrous Acids or Salts in the Air,
which take Fire, and cause Explosions in the fame
Manner as in the Experiments just mentioned. And in
some such Manner all other fiery Meteors are produced.
18. Also that Burning -Mountains , Mineral Corus¬
cations and Suffocating Damps,Earthquakes,hot Springs,
(sc. are produced bv the intestine Commotion arising
from the Mixture of divers Nitro -acid and Sulphureous
Matters in the Bowels of the Earth , is evident from a
■common and easy Experiment , which is by taking equal
Parts of Sulphur and Steel-Filings , and working them
together, with a little Water , to the Consistence of a
Paste ; then putting it under Ground , it will presently
begin to heat, and in a few Hours take Flame and blow
up the Earth about it with a considerable Shock, so as to
represent an Earthquake , and a Sort of Volcano in
Miniature.
19. That Metals dissolved in Fluids diffuse them¬
selves equally through all the Substance, and keep an
D 3
equal
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equal Distanceamong themselves, scemsowing to a repul¬
sive Virtue . Also the Reflexion and Infleflion of the Rays
of Light from Bodies before they come to touch them,
as also the Emission of Light in luminous Bodies, seem
effected by such a repulsive Power ; which ( as has been
said) commences where the Sphere of Attraction ends.
20. The Spherical Figure, which the Drops of a
Fluid affect being left to themselves, is another Con¬
sequence of Corpuscular Attraction ; for considering one
single Particle of the Fluid , its attractive Force being
every Way equally exerted to an equal Distance , it must
follow that other Fluid Particles are on every Side drawn
to it, and will therefore take their Places at an equal
Distance from it, and consequently form a spherical
or perfectly round Superficies ; in like Manner as the
Earth and Sea affect a spherical Figure from the central
Attraction being every Way equally directed.
2 1. The surprising

Pbanomena

of Glass Drops

( some¬

times called Prince Rupert's Drops ) are most probably
supposed to arise from hence, viz. That while the Glass
is in Fusion or melted State, the Particles are in a State
of Repulsion ; but being dropped into cold Water , it so
condenses the Particles in the external Parts or Super¬
ficies, that they are thereby reduced within each other’s
Attraction , and by that Means form a Sort of hard
Cafe which keeps confined the aforesaid Particles in a
repulsive State ; but when this Cafe is broke by break¬
ing off the Tail of the Drop , the said confined Par¬
ticles have then Liberty to exert their Force , which
they do by bursting the Body of the Drop , and reducing
it to a very peculiar Form of Powder. This Theory
seems to be corroborated by making the Drop red hot,
and letting it cool gently in the open Air , for then it
has no such Effect. Yet another Experiment seems tp
impugn this Hypothesis ; and that is, by grinding away
any Part of the Drop on a Grind -stone, the remaining
Part continues entire ; and yet there appears no manifest
Reason why it should not break or burst into Dust , if
the internal Particles be the Cause of it, since by this
Means they must needs be set at Liberty in the most
ample Manner possible: Unless it be, that in Grinding,
the Vacuities between the internal Particles are fill’d up
with
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The Second Species of AttraSiion is that
Bodies , as Glass, Amber,
of Electrical
Sealing - Wax , Jet, c& . the principal Proper¬
(i .) Those
ties of which are as follow .
Bodies attract others which are very light , as
Feathers , Hairs , Leaf - Brafs, &c. 2 ( .) The
Sphere or Extent of this attracting Power
is at the Distance of several Feet ; but,
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( .) It

with the Matter of the Stone forced in by the hard At¬
trition , and by this Means , fixing the Particles of the
Glass next the Stone, and thus deltroying their repulsive
Force , constituting , as it were, another Sort of hard
external Cafe, which confines the Particles no less than
the other. And this seems to be confirm’d by that Part
which touch ’d the Stone remaining entire, when all the
Rest of the Stone is reduced to Dust by breaking off the
Tail or small Part , as any one will find to be the Case
on Trial.
Scholium.
By this wonderful and most extensive Power of Cor¬
puscular Attraction and Repulsion, we account for most
or all the Phœnomena of Nature , arising from the hete¬
rogeneous Mixture and various Associations of Particles
of different Bodies ; but why , in some Cafes, those Par¬
ticles should readily attract , and in others as strangely
repel each other , there has as yet been no demonstrative
Reason assign’d. The Hypothesis of a Polarity, or Mag¬
netic Power, in every Particle of Matter , by which they
are disposed on one Part to attract , and on the other to
repel, in Manner of the Load-stone, is as specious as it
, in fun¬
is ingenious ; but since the Newtonian Philosophy
damental Principles especially, is founded entirely on the
Basis of experimental Proof , or Demonstration from
Geometry , we ought to be careful how we introduce
any Conjecture for Truth , unless all Circumstances cot\r
elude and urge the fame, which I believe is not the
Cafe of that above-mentioned.

3
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(3.) It varies with the State of the Wea¬
ther , being greatest in hot and dry Wea¬
ther , but weaker in warm and moist.
(4.) It may be communicated to a great
Distance , viz. seven or eight hundred Yards,
by the Intervention of a proper Body , as
Hempen Strings , &c.5 ( .) This Virtue is
excited by Attrition , or hard Rubbing , by
the Hand or with a Piece of Cloth , but
will not be produced by the Warmth of
Fire.
(6.) It penetrates or pervades the
Pores of Glass ; and, (7.) It may be com¬
municated to other Bodies, so as to render
them electrical. (8.) If the Sphere of At¬
traction be interrupted on any Part , it de¬
stroys the Efficacy of the Whole . (9.) By
this Virtue Bodies are not only attracted,
but also repelled alternately to a very
sensible Distance, and with a surprising
Velocity . (10.) The Body once repell ’d
from the Tube will not be again attracted
by it,? till it has first touch ’d some other
Body.
(11.*) Bodies attracted , and stick¬
ing to the Tube , will be then attracted
by other Bodies not electrical ; as the Fin¬
ger , &c.iL ( .) This Virtue will exert it¬
self in Vacuo, as well as in open Air . (13.)
It appears lucid, and sparkles like Fire , in
a dark Room . (14.) It is also sensible to
the
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the Ear by a crackling Noise , like a green
Leaf in the Fire (XIV ).
The
(XIV ) I . To the Properties of Electrical Bodies,
here enumerated, we shall add the following.—This
Quality is of two Sorts, viz. (i .) Vitreous Electricity,
or that which belongs to Glass-, and (2.) Resinous Elec¬
tricity, or that which belongs to Amber, Rosin, IVax,
Gums, and such like Substances. They are different
Kinds , because their Effects are contrary ; for the light
Bodies repell’d by one will be attracted by the other,
tho ' excited, which cannot happen when both Bodies
have the fame attractive Power.
2. All Vegetable Substances differ from Animal ones
in this Respect also; for an Hempen or Elaxen Thread
or String will receive the Electricity of Glass, and carry
it instantaneously to an incredible Distance , to some
non -electric Body, but will not impart it to a Silk or
Hair Line by which it is suspended. This is the Reason
why several Men standing on Cakes of Rosin or Wax
(which will not receive the Vitreous Electricity) convey
that Virtue from one to the other in a most surprising
Manner . Thus also it is that a Feather suspended by a
Flaxen Thread will be alternately attracted and repeli’d,
but if hung by a Silken String will not be again attracted
after it is once repell’d ; and vice versa, with respect to
Amber or Sealing-Wax.
3. Hitherto we have not discover’d the Uses of this
wondrous Quality ; but Mr . Gray, just before he died,
hit upon an Experiment of this Kind , which feem’d to
indicate that the Attractive Power, which regulates the
Motions of the Heavenly Bodies, is of the Electric
Kind . The Experiment was thus ; he fixed a large
round Iron Ball upon the Middle of a large Cake of Rosin
and Wax , and exciting the Virtue strongly in the Cake,
a fine Feather suspended by a Thread , and held near
the Iron Ball , was carried round it by the Effluvia in a
circular Manner , and perform’d several Revolutions ; it
moved the fame Way with the Planets , from West to
East, and its Motion (like theirs) was not quite cir¬
cular
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The

'Third Species of AttraElion is that

; the pri¬
or Loadstone
of the Magnet
mary Properties whereof are the following ,
(i .) Every Loadstone has two Points call’d
emit the Magnetic Virtue .
Poles, which
(2.) One of those Poles attracts , the other
repels Iron , but no other Body. (3.) This
Virtue is communicated to Iron very copi¬
ously by the Touch , which renders it strong¬
(4.) A Piece of Iron so
ly Magnetic .
touch ’d by the Loadstone, and nicely sus¬
pended on a sharp Point , will be deter¬
mined to settle itself in a Direction nearly
North and South.5 ( .) The End of the
Needle touch ’d by the South Pole of the
Stone will point Northwards ; and the con¬
trary . (6.) Needles touch ’d by the Stone
will dip below the Horizon , or be directed
on the touch ’d Part to a Point within the
Earth ’s
the whole Account in
but a little elliptical. See
Phils/ Trans. N ° 444.
Many other Experiments of this kind have been tried
since ; but when they are rightly considered they will be
found of no Service in accounting for the Motions of
the Heavenly Bodies , which depend on much more ra¬
tional and certain Principles , as we shall shew in a pro¬
per Place.
Since the first Edition of this Work there have been
a great Number of new Discoveries and Improvements
, which we must
and Magnetism
in Electricity
by no Means suffer to be wanting in a Compleat System
of Philosophy , and therefore shall add an Appendix to
this Lecture , giving an Account of the same.
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Earth ’s Surface . This is calPd the Dip¬
ping Needle.7 ( .) This Virtue is also to
be communicated to Iron, by a strong At¬
trition all one Way ; whence Files , Drills,
&c. are always found to be Magnetical.
(8 ) Iron Rods or Bars acquire a Magnetic
Virtue by standing long in one Position.
(9 .) Fire totally destroys this Virtue by
making the Stone or Iron red hot . ( 10.)
This Power is exerted sensibly to the Dis¬
tance of several Feet . ( n .) It is sensibly
continued through the Substance of several
contiguous Bodies or Pieces of Iron , as
Keysyc & . ( 12 .) It pervades the Pores of
the hardest Bodies ; and ( 13.) Equally at¬
tracts the Iron in Vacuo, as in open Air
(XV ).

These,
(XV ) 1. To the above Properties of the Loadstone
I shall add the following , viz . 'That the fame Pole of the
Stone will communicate to a Piece of Iron the Power of attraSling or repelling the fame End of a touch'd Needles by
drawing it different Ways thereon. Or thus , If a Piece
of Iron be drawn to the Right Hand and attracts , it
will repel if drawn to the Left , which is not a little
wonderful.
2. I have oftentimes, by a smart Stroke of a Ham¬
mer on the untouch ’d End of the Dipping -Needle,
caused the Magnetic Virtue to cojne all to that End
from the other, so as to make it dip on that Side as
much as it did on the other Side before : And on tlje
contrary , I have by such a Stroke sometimes made it
dip much more on the touch ’d End than before. Again,
sometimes by striking it, the Needle, which dipp’d
before,
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, and

many

of

Magnet ism.

others

are

the

Pro¬

perties of a Body , not more wonderful
than useful to Mankind.
before, will be restor’d to its Equilibrium , as if the
Virtue had made its Escape , or were uniformly dif¬
fused over all the Needle . So capricious are the Phænemena of this amazing Power.
3. There is a very curious Method of rendering
visible the Directions which the Magnetic Effluvia take
Plate II. in going out of the Stone : Thus , let AB , CD , be the
Poles of the Stone ; about every Side gently strew some
Fig . x.
Steel-Filings on a Sheet of white Paper ; these small
Particles will be affected by the Effluvia of the Stone,
and so posited as to strew the Course and Direction of
the Magnetic Particles on every Part . Thus in the
Middle of each Pole between AB , and D C , it appears to
go nearly strait on ; towards the Sides it proceeds in Lines
more and more curved, till at last the Curve -Lines from
both Poles exactly meeting and coinciding, form num¬
berless Curves on each Side, nearly of a circular Fi¬
gure, as represented in the Diagram . This seems to
strew that the Magnetic Virtue emitted from one Pole
circulates to and enters the other.
4. The Cause of the Variation of the Needle has
remain’d hitherto without any demonstrative Discovery;
yet since its Declination , and Inclination , ( or Dipping)
do both of them manifestly indicate the Cause to be
somewhere in the Earth , it has given Occasion to Phi¬
losophers to frame Hypotheses for a Solution , which
make the Earth a large and general Magnet or Load¬
stone, of which all the lesser ones are but so many Parts
or Fragments , and, being possefs’d of the fame Virtue,
will , when left to move freely, have the fame Disposi¬
tion , and Similarity of Position, and other Circum¬
stances.
5. The most considerable of these Hypotheses is that
of the late sagacious Dr . Halley, which is this ; The
Globe of the Earth is one great Magnets having four Mag¬
netical Poles or Points of Attraction, near each Pole of the
Equator two ; and that in those Parts of the Wlrld which
lie
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lie near adjacent to any one os those Magnetical Poles, the
Needle is chiefly governed thereby, the nearejl Pole being al¬
ways predominant over the more remote one. Of the North
Poles , that which is nearest to us, he supposes to be in
the Meridian of the Land ’s End , and about seven De¬

grees from the North Pole of the World , which go¬
verns the Variations in Europe, Tartary, and the
North Sea ; the other he places in a Meridian passing
thro ’ California, about fifteen Degrees from the North
Pole of the World , which governs the Needle in North
America, and the Oceans on either Side. In like Man¬
ner he accounts for the Variations in the Southern He¬
misphere. See Philos Trans. N J 148.
6. The Variation of the Needle from the North and
South Points of the Horizon not being the fame, but
variable in different Years and in a diverse Manner in
different Parts of the Earth , made the Doctor farther
conjecture , that two of the Magnetic Poles were fixed,
and two moveable; and in order to make this out , he
supposes the external Part of the Earth to be a Shell or
Cortex, containing within it a Magnetic moveable Nu¬
cleus, of a globular Form , whose Centre of Gravity is
the fame with that of the Earth , and moveable about
the fame Axis.
7. Now if the Motions of both the Shell and the
Nucleus were the fame, the Poles of each would always
have the fame Position to each other ; but he supposes
the Motion of the Nucleus to be a very small Matter less
than that of the Shell, which yet is scarce sensible in
365 Revolutions ; and if so, the Magnetic Poles of the
Nucleus will by stow Degrees change their Distance from
the Magnetic Poles of the Shell, and thus cause a Va¬
riation in that Needle’s Variation , which is govern’d by
the moveable Pole of the Nucleus; while that Variation which respects the fix’d Poles of the Magnetic
Shell remains more constant ; as in Hudson s Bay the
Change is not observed to be near so fast as in these
Parts of Europe. And it appears from some late Ac¬
counts, that in some of the northernmost Parts of the
Bay the Needle loses its Magnetism , and which has
been recovered again by laying the Needle by a Fire,
and keeping it in a warm Room.
8. What
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8. What seems a little strange is, that the Doctor
has no where, that I know of, undertook to account
for the Dipping of the Needle by this Hypothesis ; tho’
the Invention of this ( by Mr . Blagrave) was before that
of the Change of the Needle’s Variationby
( Mr . Gellibrand ,-) nor do I fee at present which Way this Pheenomenon is explicable by it . But we have not yet so many
accurate Observations of the Needle’s Inclination as we
have of its Variation, which is its only useful Property.
By several Experiments Mr . Graham very accurately
made it appear, that the Quantity of the Needle’s In¬
clination to the horizontal Line was an Angle of about
74 or 75 Degrees : That is, suppose AB a touch ’d
Plate I. Needle, supported on the Point C of the Pin C D , it
Fig . 20. will contain an Angle ACH or BCO with the hori¬
zontal Line H O of 74 or 75 Degrees.
9. The Variation of the Needle has within a Cen¬
tury past undergone a remarkable Alteration ; for at
London it was observed by Mr . Burrows in the Year
1580 to be ii °. 15 '. East ; that is, if N , S, represent
Plate II . the North and South Points of the Horizon , and E , W,
Fig -.2.
the East and West Points , the Needle then had the Si¬
tuation AB , so that the Arch NB = n °. 15' . After
that , in the Year 1622, it was observed by Mr . Gunter
to be but 6° East. In the Year 1634 Mr . Gellibrand
observed it to be 40. 5' . East. In 1657, it was observed
by Mr . Bond to be nothing at all, that is, the Needle
placed itself then in the Situation SN , and pointed di¬
rectly to the North . After this, in the Year 1672, Dr.
Halley observed it to be 20. 30' . Westward ; and again
in the Year 1692, he found it 6°. West . Since then,
in the Year 1722, Mr . Graham, by most accurate Ex¬
periments, found it; to be 140. 13' . And at present it
is very near 22 Degrees ; by some accurate Observa¬
tions this Summer it was found to be 210 50'.
10. The Variation of the Declination and Inclination
of the Needle is variable and subject to no regular Com¬
putation . What the Quantity of both Sorts of Varia¬
tion is in the several Parts of the World , will be strewn
in Dr . Ilalley’s Map of the World , improved from the
Obfer-
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Observations of Mr . Pound, which is inserted at the
End of the Lecture on Wind and Sound.
ix . I think the Law of Magnetic Attraction is not
yet ascertained; Sir Isaac Newton supposes it to decrease
nearly in the Triplicate Ratio of the Distance : But Dr.
Heljham, trying the Experiment with his Loadstone,
found it to be as the Squares of the Distances inversely.
And the Power of my Loadstone decreases in a different
Manner from either, it being in the SesquiplicateR .tio
of the Distances inversely. For Exactness, I made a
square Bar of Iron just * of an Inch thick , and then
provided three Pieces of Wood of the fame Form and
Thickness precisely. Then poising the Loadstone very
nicely at the End of a Balance which would turn with
less than a Grain , I placed under it the Iron with first
one Piece of Wood , then two Pieces, and lastly all
three Pieces upon it, by which means the Steel Points
of the Pole were kept at j , -C, 3of an Inch from the
Iron, and in those Distances the Weights put into the
opposite Scale to raise the Loadstone from the Wood
(which it touch ’d while the Beam was horizontal ) were
as follows:
Ratio os Ratio of Sesquip.
Grains, the Squares, the Cubes. Ratio.
tances
12. Whence it appears, that the Numbers of Grains
to counter-act the Power of the Loadstone in these Dis¬
tances approach very near , and are almost the fame
with those which are in the Sesquiplicate Ratio, but are
widely different from those which are in the Duplicate
this Experiment I tried leveral
;
or Triplicate Ratio and
Times for each Distance, and with scarce any Variation
in the Sus cess.
13. The Power or Force of Magnets is generally
greater in small than in large ones, in Proportion to
their Bulk. It is very rare that very large ones will.
take up more than 3 or 4 Times their own Weight,
but a small one is but tolerably good that will take
up no more than 8, 10, or 12 Times its Weight . The
HonQurable Mr . Berkley, at Bruton, has or.e whose
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Weight (with the Armature ) is but 43 Grains , which
will take up 1032 Grains , which is 24 Times its Weight.
But that of Mr . Newtonwhich
(
he wears in his Ring,
instead of a Diamond of less Value ) which weighs
scarce T hree Grains, will take up 746 Grains, which
is 250 Times its Weight , which is by far the strongest
and best of any I have seen; and therefore, as a great
Curiosity , I have given a Print of the Ring and Stone
with the Iron hanging to it.
14. Iron Bars by standing long in the fame Position
will acquire the Magnetic Virtue to a surprizing De¬
gree. I have seen one about 10 Feet long and 3 Inches
thick , (supporting tht Summer Beam of a Room ) which
has been able to turn the Needle at 8 or 10 Feet Dis¬
tance , and exceeded a Loadstone of 3^ Pounds Weight,
From the middle Point upwards it was a North Pole,
and downwards a South Pole ; and I have by me an Iron
Rod which has several Poles or Parts which change the
Position of the Magnetic Needle : It is the Beam of a
large Steelyard, which let AE represent ; then at A,
and from thence to B, the North End of the Needle is .
attracted ; at B, and from thence to C , the North End
is repell’d and the South End attracted ; from C to D,
the North End is again attracted and the South Endrepcll’d, and from D to E the South End is attracted , and
the North End repell’d ; lastly, at the End E begins
another Pole, and there the Needle stands nearly pa¬
rallel with the Beam, with neither End attracted.
15. It will be proper here to acquaint the Reader with
the several Methods of communicating the Magnetic
Virtue to Iron , in so great a Degree, that such a Piece
of Iron or Steel is deservedly call’d an Artificial Magnet
or Loadjione; and as it possesses all the Properties, so it
is used to all the Purposes of the Natural Loadstone.
16. The first Way of making an Artificial Magnet is
by preparing several Steel Lamina , or thin Plates, about
6 or 8 Inches long, and half an Inch broad ; these well
polished, and properly touch ’d on a very strong Load¬
stone, at each End , and then put together and arm’d
with Steel Points like the common Stone, will become
an Artificial Magnet.
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17. A second Way is by preparing Mid Pieces of
Steel, and having wrought them to a proper Figure,
polished, and armed them with Steel Armour ; if then
one of them be properly held in the Magnetic Meri¬
dian Line , and the other which is armed be drawn
several Times along it, it will conceive a great Degree
of Magnetism ; if then the Armour be removed from
this and placed on the other , and that in like Manner
touched on this , it will become magnetical . But to
describe the particular Manner , with all its Circum¬
stances, would be too tedious ; I shall therefore refer
the Reader to the Account given by the reputed In¬
ventor, Mr . Savery*,
who
was the first that published
any considerable Discoveries relative to Artificial Mag¬
netism-, but I have heard Mr . Lovelace, senior , affirm,
that he was, before that Time , possessed of the Secret,
and communicated it to Mr . Savery.
18. A third' Way is to provide a Piece of Steel, and
continue rubbing it very hard all one Way with a po¬
lished Steel Instrument , which will , by this Sort of
Friction , conceive so great a Degree of Virtue, as to
become an Artificial Magnet, of greater Force, very
often, than the natural ones. A small Piece of Wire
thus ordered, will be as tender , and point as nicely
Northwards , as any one touched by the Natural Magnet.
19. A fourth Way is to heat a Piece of Steel red hot,
and then quench it in Water , being held therein in
such a Position as the Dipping -Needle takes when sus¬
pended on a sharp Point . This Method will succeed
only in the Hand of those who by frequent Trials have
acquired a peculiar Sagacity this Way ; and indeed the
fame may be said of all the others . It is Experience
only that gives a Person the Ingenuity necessary for
succeeding in all such Affairs.
20. A fifth Way is by setting a Bar of Iron or Steel
in a proper Place, and there letting it stand for a long
Time in a Position unaltered, and it will acquire a very
great Magnetic Virtue , as has been already taken No¬
tice of ; a perpendicular Position is best; and the larger
the Bar, and the longer it stands, the better or stronger
it will be.
* Philos.
Vol . I.
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21. A sixth Method of giving this Virtue to Iron in
a surprising Degree, and also to the Loadstone itself,
yea of altering or reversing its Poles, and dispossessing it
of its Virtue , almost in any Manner , was long a Secret
in the Hands of a few, but is now well known ; and
for the Reader’s practical Entertainment , as well as
Instruction , we shall give a Plate in the following Ap¬
pendix, representing a particular Method of communi¬
cating this Virtue in the greatest Degree , as invented
by a Gentleman well known for a peculiar Enchirejis
and great Success in Magnetical and Electrical Experi¬
ments.
N . R. Since the following Appendix on Electri¬
city

was printed off, I have been apprised of a New

highly conducing to the Illustration of that
hitherto almost unintelligible Subject. A Stone ( said to be
brought from the Isle of Ceylon, and is called Tour Ma¬
lm) has lately been found to be possessed of the Elec¬
trical Property in a very singular and surprising Manner.
It is the first Stone, or hard and unelastic Body, I be¬
lieve, that was ever experienced to be electrical . It is
the sirjl Subject that has been found to have the electric
Virtue excited without Friction -, for Heat or Warmth
alone is sufficient to render it very sensibly electrical.
It is the first Substance found to possessa twofold Spe¬
cies of Electricity ; Glass has only one Sort , and Am¬
ber only one other, contrary to the former ; but this
wonderful Stone possesses both Sorts, the Vitreous on
one Side, and the Resinous on the other ; in short, all
Kinds of electrical Experiments are strewn by it alone ;
which can be said of no other Body. It is supposed
this Discovery will tend greatly to illustrate , if not
wholly confirm, the new Doctrine of Electrical Thunder
and Lightning.
Discovery

